A theory for non-linear rheology of molten polymer layers between solid surfaces in the Rouse regime is discussed. It is shown that the effect of finite extensibility of polymer chains leads to the characteristic 1/3 power law for the shear stress vs. shear velocity in the regime of high velocities. It is also shown that bridging polymer fragments connecting the two surfaces play an important role for the rheology if the effective monomer friction in the immediate vicinity of the surfaces is much higher than far from the surfaces. In particular we predict that shear stress is decreasing with shear velocity u in a limited range between Ul and Umin. This effect results in a possibility of stick-slip periodical dynamics of the layer under a constant imposed velocity.
Introduction
Polymer liquids show very rich and complex rheological behavior [1] [2] [3] . While recent research efforts were focused on dynamics of high-molecular-weight (entangled) polymers in the bulk [3, 2] , it was also recognized that rheology of confined polymer systems differs significantly from the bulk polymers even if the chains are short and not entangled (M < Me). In particular, experiments show that confined polymer nano-layers show non-linear rheological behavior at much smaller shear rates than their bulk connterparts [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . One of the important factors that controls rheology of polymer films is the surface -monomer interaction.
In the case of attractive interaction polymer forms thin virtually adsorbed "glassy" layers near each surface. The effective monomer friction in these "glassy" layer is normally much higher than in the bulk.
The aim of the present article is to review some recent theoretical approaches [9] [10] [11] [12] to non-linear rheology of confined unentangled polymer melts. The stress vs. shear rate dependencies will be considered first for the bulk systems (next section) or for thick films (film thickness h is larger than polymer size R), where a new theory of Rouse polymer dynamics taking into account non-Gaussian chain elasticity is described.
The case of thin films (h « R) is considered for the regimes of moderate and high surface frictions in sections 3 and 4 respectively. In particular the role of bridging polymer fragments is analyzed in detail. A theory of stick-slip sliding motion in thin polymer films is presented in the last section. In all the cases the theoretical treatment is limited by a scaling accuracy, and the numerical prefactors in scaling dependencies are entirely ignored.
Nonlinear rheology in the bulk
Rouse model Let us consider a melt of polymer chains in the regime of no entanglements: number of links per chain N smaller than Ne (=number of links per entanglement), N < Ne• Polymer contribution to stress tensor can be generally represented as [1, 3] : sab = CSnN=1<fa(n)rb(n», where c = 1Nv is concentration of polymer chains (Nv is the effective volume per chain), a, b = 1,2,3 enumerate the Cartesian coordinates, r(n) is the position of the n-th monomer of a chain, and f(n) is the dissipative (friction) force acting on the n-th monomer, and <> means averaging over all chains. 1 Let us impose a hydrodynamic shear flow field, ux = gz, Uy = Uz = 0. The friction force acting on a monomer is f = z0Du, where Du is the difference between the flow velocity and the monomer velocity.
It is convenient to define the coordinate system so that its origin coincides with the centre of mass of a polymer chain.
The velocity of all monomers of this chain is then zero on the average since the flow is stationary, so that fx = z0DUx z0Ux = z0gZ, and shear stress is lNote that the total force acting on a monomer is a sum of f + f', where f' is the total conservative force (due to the polymer chain elasticity). Since inertial effects are normally absolutely negligible for polymer dynamics, the total force is zero, so that f' = -f. (1) where Rz is the chain size in z-direction. Taking into account that Rz2~R2, where
is the equilibrium size (end-to-end distance) of a polymer coil in the melt (a is the polymer statistical segment), we estimate the shear stress as (2) The hydrodynamic friction force is acting in x-direction. Therefore the force does not perturb the coil size in z-direction, since polymer chains in the melt state are characterized by Gaussian elasticity. Thus eq. (2) formally holds for any shear rate 1', implying that shear viscosity is independent of shear rate (3) which is a well-known result of the standard Rouse theory [3] .
The total friction force acting on, say, half of a chain in the flow (x) direction is where Rz is the chain size in z-direction. This force stretches the chain in x-direction by (4) (here and below we consider the thermal energy kBT as energy unit). Employing a dumb-bell picture of a polymer chain (two halves of the chain are substituted by material points separated by DR) we get the xx-stress component, sxxc <FxDRx>~1/vN3 (gTo)2, where TO = zoa2 is the monomer time. Thus we get the well-known [3] result for the first normal stress Finite extensibility of chains Let us now take into account that as the flow stretches the chain more and more, its elasticity should start to deviate from of an ideal Gaussian coil. In particular the chain can not be stretched more than its total contour length
In the opposite regime l' » 1'", the flow field could nearly completely stretch the chain in the x-direction, so that Rx Na. Simultaneously the chain is compressed in two other directions. In order to estimate, say, Rz, we note that the typical chain tension P must be of order Fx~Nzo1'Rz. Therefore the total force acting on half of the chain in z-direction is Pz = -Ptana~FxRz/Rx, where a is the angle between the stretched chain and x-axis, tan a = Rz/ Rx. Thus we get Pz = -ARz,where A = Fx/(Na). The corresponding effective potential is U*(Rz) = ½ARz2. The typical value of Rz due to thermal fluctuations is determined by the condition U*(Rz)~1 (in kBT units), which can be rewritten as
Eq. (5) if DN < g, where g is the number of links per characteristic hydrodynamic "stretched blob" which is defined by the condition g*(g) = 1/t0g-3/2 = g,
Note that the shape of a "stretched blob" is strongly asymmetric:
The typical hydrodynamic force acting on a stretched blob is Fx(g)~l/a, so that the blobs are really nearly completely stretched along the flow. The chain conformation on scales larger than g can be represented as a linear sequence of "stretched blobs": the size along the flow, Rx, is proportional to the number of blobs, N / g, and the transverse size is nearly independent on the number of blobs:
Of course conformation of a chain and its sizes are strongly fluctuating with some characteristic frequency [9] . In particular the chain is not completely stretched along the flow all the time, but rather roughly half of the time; another half of the time the chain is moderately stretched.
Thus the scaling dependence of the transverse size on the shear rate is (6) Using eqs. (1), (6) we get the shear stress (7) and nonlinear shear viscosity (8) where h0 is defined in eq. (3). Thus we predict shear thinning with -2/3 power law [9] . Note that although this viscosity behavior is often observed experimentally [1] , most of the data concern systems in entangled regime rather than Rouse regime.
The effect of a finite chain extensibility is also revealed in the shear rate dependencies of normal stress differences. With the same arguments as above we get:
The second normal stress difference, N2 = szz -syy' is known to be exactly zero for the classical Rouse model [3] . With finite chain extensibility we get N2~N1/N: the second difference is positive everywhere, although it is much smaller than N1.
Confined polymer layers: weak adsorption limit
Let us consider now a confined situation: polymer melt in a slab of thickness h between two solid surfaces, a « h «N1/2a.
Let us assume that due to favorable local interactions between polymer segments and the surfaces, the effective monomer friction constant near the surfaces, (1, is much larger than the friction constant z0 in the middle part of the film: z1 » z0. We will also assume that the thickness D of the effective "glassy" layers near the surfaces is of order of monomer size, D~a.
If the upper surface is moving with constant velocity u with respect to the bottom one, then the apparent imposed shear rate is g = u/h. Two basic sources of friction can be distinguished: (1) friction in the "glassy layers" a+a; (2) The layer dynamics is thus essentially dependent on the parameter mu. The regime mu «1 is called here "weak adsorption" regime. Note that both inequalities mu « 1 and z1 » zo can be fulfilled simultaneously. Obviously in the case of weak adsorption the "bulk" friction (in the middle of the layer) is high enough in comparison with the surface friction so that the surface slip must be very strong:
us u/2, the velocity gradient is concentrated in the "glassy layers", the effective shear rate is much smaller than the apparent one. The shear stress is
The last equation is valid as long as surface slip is strong. This ceases to be the case for very high shear velocities, u > u**: in this regime the shear flow stretches the chains so strongly that their typical transverse size becomes much smaller than h leading to a strong reduction of the bulk friction and to elimination of the slip.
In the region u > u** the shear stress is determined by the "bulk" equation: (10) where h(g) is the nonlinear bulk viscosity defined in the second line of eq. (8),
and g = u/h. A smooth crossover between equations (9) and (10) implies that where t1 = z1a2 is the typical monomer time in the glassy layers. Note that the crossover velocity between linear and non-linear regimes is decreasing as surface friction in increased; u** is also decreasing as the gap h is increased.
Thus we predict the following behavior of the apparent viscosity happ s/g in the "weak adsorption" regime:
This prediction is in qualitative agreement with experiments and computer simulations [6] [7] [8] 13 ].
Strong adsorption limit
Let us consider the case of very viscous "glassy layers", the precise condition is specified below.
Statics lt is well known that homopolymer chains obey Gaussian statistics in the melt state. In a melted layer the same is true for chain parts -blobs, g -if the blob size ag1/2 is smaller than the layer thickness h, i.e. g < go = h 2 /a2. A confined chain is Gaussian on scales g < go and it is flat on larger scales, g > go.
Any monomer belonging to a thin "glassy layer" will be referred to as a contact between the chain and the corresponding surface.
Gaussian statistics implies that the typical (average) number of contacts of a go-blob with a surface is no~g01/2 = h/a. The typical number of contacts of a smaller g < go blob which comes close to a surface is n(g)~gl/2. Number of go-blobs per unit area is
Let us distinguish between loops (chain parts between contacts with the same surface) and bridges (chain parts between contacts with different surfaces). An arbitrary conformation of a long confined chain (N» go) can be represented as a sequence (alternation) of bridges and attached blobs consisting of neighboring loops "grafted" to the same surface (there are of course also tail parts, but these are short). The typical number of monomers per bridge or per attached blob is go.
lt turns out that distribution over the sizes of attached blobs is important for dynamics. In order to find this distribution let us consider a contact (a monomer belonging to a "glassy layer"). The next surface contact might be with the same surface (with probability pi) or with another surface (with probability p = 1-pi). A contact with a different surface implies a bridge of~go links. Thus the probability p can be estimated as the probability that an end-grafted Gaussian subchain /2go does not contact the grafting surface any more. This probability is [14] p~g0-1 2. Therefore the probability that an attached blob consists of n loops (n + 1 contacts)
Taking into account that an attached g-blob typically consist of n(g)~g1/2 loops we get two-dimensional concentration of attached blobs containing of order of g monomers (number of these blobs per unit area):
Note that n(go)~no, and n(l)~a/v1/. Life-time of an attached blob0 Let us denote t(g) the life-time of an attached blob (the typical time during which all contacts between the blob and the surface break and the blob detaches from the surface). Obviously t(I)~tl' In general case the detachment/attachment process of a larger blob can be considered as a diffusion along the variable n = n( t), the total number of contacts.
An elementary step n -4 n ± 1 occurs during a typical time Dt~t1/n, since there n monomers in the surface "glassy layer" with the monomer life-time tl ' Eq. (11) implies that statistical weights of "states" with different n's are nearly equal as long as n= g01/2. Therefore n(t) must be essentially random (rather than biased) diffusion, so that Dn(t)~(t/Dt)1/2. The detachment time is given by the condition Dn~n:
Therefore the life-time of a typical go blob is
a On the other hand relaxation (Rouse) time of a free go-blob (which does not contact any surface) is
Below we assume that the surface time is much longer than the Rouse time:
Tl » T2 ("strong adsorption limit"), i.e.
t1/t0» (h/a)3 (15) Finally we note that Tl is simultaneously the life-time of a typical bridge: detachment of an attached blob that typically happen during this time implies that two adjacent bridges transform to one loop. Linear rheology Let us again impose a motion of the upper surface with respect to the bottom one, assuming first that the velocity u is small enough. There are two main contributions to the shear stress: (1) due to elongation of bridges as the upper end of each bridge is shifting together with the upper plate it is attached to; (2) due to friction between the monomers like in the bulk. The effective maximum elongation is Dx~UTI; the corresponding force per bridge is Fb~g0Dxa2~ut1/ha. The bridge contribution to the stress is proportional to Fb and the concentration of bridges: 0'1 nOFb~a/vut1/h2. The bulk contribution due to friction between loops and bridges can be estimated using eq. (1) 
The shear stress contribution due to bridges is
The total stress is the sum of two contributions sl and s2, given by eqs. (16), (18): 1 (a hUTo)
Note that the stress decreases with U in the region Ul < U < Umin' and attains a local minimum at a3/2
In the region U > Umin the stress contribution due to friction between loops (s2) dominates the bridge contribution (s1) which is small since most of the bridges are effectively destroyed by the flow in this regime. At even higher velocities, U > U2, the flow strongly elongates the loops along the stream, and simultaneously compress them in the transverse (z) direction. The crossover velocity U2 is determined by condition Rz (u/h) = h, where u/h = g is the shear rate, and Rz(g.) is defined by eq. (6). Thus we get
The shear stress in the non-linear regime, U > U2, is defined by the "bulk" equation (7) with g. = u/h: Thus we predict the following dependence of the shear stress on shear velocity in the "strong adsorption" regime: (19) The shear stress is increasing from s = 0 to s = smax~1/va/h as the velocity in creased from 0 to Ul, then in the region Ul < U < Umin the stress is decreasing from smax to smin~1_ (ht0_)1/2, then the stress is increasing again nearly linearly with U back to smax at U~U2; finally the stress follows U1/3 law for U > U2. Note that smax is much larger than smin: smax/smin~(t1/t0a3/h3)1/2 » 1, see ineq. (15) .
Note also that smax/smin~Umin/Ul~u2/Umin.
Both decrease and increase of shear stress vs. shear rate was observed while shearing thin polymer films [15] , however the reported experimental data are not extensive enough to allow a systematic comparison.
Let us consider the situation under stress-control conditions: a constant shear stress is applied to the film. As the stress is increased from zero to smax the shear velocity must continuously (and linear) increase from 0 to Ul. However the only stationary velocity corresponding to a larger stress s > smax is U > U2. Therefore the velocity jumps from Ul to U2 at s = smax. In the region 0" > smax the velocity is rapidly increasing as s3. Thus smax can be considered as a sort of "yield stress" for the layer: in the regime s < smax the behavior is more "solid-like" (elongation of bridges + slow creep), whereas for s > smax the system suddenly becomes much less viscous because here nearly all bridges must be broken by the flow ("fluid-like" behavior). Note that the "yield stress" is inverse proportional to the layer thickness h, and thus is tending to 0 in the bulk limit.
Stick-slip motion
It is well-known [16] that a stationary sliding motion might become unstable in the regime when the friction force is decreasing with the imposed velocity. Below we show that this is indeed the case for shearing dynamics of polymer layers in the "strong adsorption" limit. Normally a sliding velocity u0(t) is applied to the system via a mechanical coupling -an effective elastic spring k. The stress implied by the spring deformation x0(t) -x(t) is 0' = k(X0(t) -x(t)), where X0(t) = U0t is the imposed shear displacement, and x(t) is the actual displacement of one layer surface with respect to another, so that u = dx(t)/dt is the actual shear velocity.
Let (u < u1); the velocity at t = t2 can be found using eq. (19): U~a1.5tI.5« U1. At this point the bridges start to restore, and the whole cycle repeats again. The type of motion described above is called a stick-slip motion [17, 18] : The stress is periodically changes with time, each period consisting of two stages: (1) stick, linear increase of the stress due to deformation of an elastic coupling (spring), o < t < t1; (2) slip, a rapid decrease of the stress down to O'min, t1 < t < t2. As the second stage is much faster than the first one, the total period Tss of the stick-slip motion is close to t1: (20) Note that the period is inverse proportional to the imposed velocity. The dynamical picture described above is valid if the bridges have enough time to restore during the first stage t1, i.e. if t1 is much larger than the bridge (attached blob) relaxation time T1. The last condition (t1» T1) can be rewritten using eqs. (14), (20) 
Thus a stick-slip motion is predicted in a limited range of imposed velocities if the elastic coupling constant is not too large (k < k*) in qualitative agreement with experimental observations [4, [19] [20] [21] . Note that the last condition is not too strong if the layer thickness h is small enough.
Conclusions
( (2) The same scaling behavior is also predicted for thin polymer layers if the surface friction is moderate ("weak adsorption" regime); in this case the critical shear rate is inverse proportional to the surface friction constant in the power 1.5.
(3) A non-monotonous stress vs. shear velocity behavior is predicted for the case of high surface friction; in this case the layer rheology is characterized by an effective "yield stress" which is inverse proportional to the layer thickness.
(4) A stick-slip periodical motion under a constant imposed velocity is predicted for the case of low enough elastic coupling constant k; the process can be considered as an alternation of bridge formation and bridge breakage stages.
